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A B S T R A C T

A link connecting up to fifteen Analog to Digital Converters with a

computer, through a Direct Memory Access interface, is described.

The interface decides which of the connected ADC:s that participate

in an event, and transfers the output-data from these to the

computer, accompanied with a 2-byte word identifying the partici-

pating ADC:s. This data format can be recorded on tape without

further transformations, and is easy to unfold at the off-line

analysis. Data transfer is accomplished in less than a few micro-

seconds, which is made possible by the use of high speed TTL

circuits.



INTRODUCTION

A new data acquisition system has been developed within the

nuclear physics division at the University of Stockholm [1].

The system is centered around a PDP11/24 micro-computer with a

TU80 tape station used for booting and data storage. Data is

entered to the computer through a DRU-11 [2] general purpose

Direct Memory Access register, connected on the UNIBUS. The pulses

from the experimental setup are converted to digital data by an

array of up to fifteen 13-bits Analog to Digital Converters,

ORTEC 800 [3].

The ADC.-s are connected to the DRU-11 by a specially designed

interface. This paper is the full documentation of that interface.



J NSTALLATION

Fig. 1 shows how the ADC-Interface (AI) is logically connected

to the ADC:s and the computer. The data outputs 0 - 1 2 from the

ADC:s are wired-or together forming a 13-hit data bus. Physically

this bus is separated into three branches each connecting five

ADC:s. These three branches are connected through negative logic-or

circuits inside the AI. ADC:s with different data output drivers

are connected to separate branches, c.f. Appendix II.

The AI and the computer interface are connected through a 16-bit

bus, where the 13 least significant bits are used to transfer ADC

data. This bus is also used by the AI to send the two byte word

identifying which ADC:s that participate in an event.

Each ADC communicates with the AI using four signals:

DÄTÄ~REÄDY From the ADC to flag that data is ready

to be presented on the data bus.

TX~STRÖBE From the AI to initiate transfer

of data from the ADC to the data-bus.

SCA A logic pulse emitted by the ADC for each linear

input that meets the restrictions of its Single

Channel Analyzer.

TRANS'CCM Emitted by the AI to reset the ADC.

The AI communicates with the experimental setup using one input

and one output signal:

MASTER GATE A logic pulse emitted by the experimental setup to

activate the AI. Minimum lenght of the pul3e is 30 ns.

INHIBIT Level kept high by the AI when it is processing an

event..

Two lines are used for handshaking between the AI and the DMA interface:

DÄTÄ~ÄVÄI Used by the AI to flag that there are valid

data on the bus,ready to be stored in the computer.

DÄTÄ"ÄCCE Indicates that the computer interface has stored

the data on the bus, in the computer memory.



PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The ADC interface is invoked by a MASTER GATE signal fro» the

experimental setup, which is acknowledged by the INHIBIT signal

announcing that the AI is temporarily unable to respond to another

MASTER GATE. At the sane instant two timers are started, one for

the Resolution Time, TRÉS, and one for the Maximum Conversion

Time.TCON. The time ranges for these timers are determined by two

switches on the front panel. The Resolution time (IMS - 8jxS ) is

chosen by experimental considerations, the Maximum Conversion

Time (lOjiS - 9OjiS) should fit the Conversion gain chosen on

the ADC:s.

To be accepted as a proper event by the AI, an ADC must send

the SCA pulse within the resolution tine and sink the DATA~READY

line before the maximum conversion time is expired. SCA announces

that a pulse that meets the restrictions of the Single Channel

Analyser in the ADC, has been encountered, DATA READY means that

the ADC has succesfully converted the pulse and is ready to

present its data.

To judge which of the ADC:s that meet these requirements the

ADC interface uses an array of fifteen 'latches', one for each

of the ADC:s. They will respond either 'yes' or 'no', using an

internal signal EVENT, if the corresponding ADC is signaling

for a proper event or not.

When the maximum conversion time has run out, the EVENT signals

are used to form a word identifying which of the ADC:s that have

data to be read. This ADC-word has the most significant bit set to

zero showing that it is not a data word.



The data transfer process starts by entering the ADC-word onto

the bus. A few nS later the DÄTÄ~ÄVÄI signal is emitted to

trigger the DMA interface. The latter reads the ADC-word into

the computer memory and acknowledges it with the DÄTÄÄCCE

signal. After this handshaking procedure the AI orders the

selected ADC:s to present their data on the bus one after the other

starting with the one with the lowest ordinal number. These data

words have bit 13 - 15 set to make them distinguishable fron the

ADC-word. Bit 0 - 1 2 contain data in negative logic.

The details of the data transfer is perhaps most easily

described by a 'pseudo program1 c.f. Fig. 2.

An internal counter is used to step through the ADC:s, up to

a number determined by four toggle switches on the front panel of

the AI. This number should equal the number of ADC:s used in the

experimental set up. For each value of the counter the EVENT

signal is checked to see wether the corresponding ADC participates

in the current event or not. If the EVENT line is high, tne ADC

is told to display its data on the data bus. The computer

interface is informed that there is data on the bus, and the AI

waits for the computer interface to accept the data. The Internal

counter is then incremented by one. If the ADC is not participacing

in the event, the internal counter is incremented directly.

When all the data are sent t._, and acknowledged by the computer,

the ADC-interface resets all the ADC:s using the TRÄNS"COM

lines, it also sinks the INHIBIT output. The setup is now ready to

handle a new event.

Pressing the reset button on the front panel, causes the AI to

reset all signals, and to start waiting for a new event.



SPECIKX CATIONS

INTERNAL CLOCK FREQUENCY

15.000 MHz, crystal controlled.

DIMENSIONS

Standard double width NIM module (68.6 by 207.6 mm)

CONNECTORS

3 pc. Cannon 50 pin

1 pc. D-Sub 25 pin

2 pc. BNC

The data bus.

Connection between AI and DRUJl

Master Gate, Inhibit.

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS

Max. Conv. Time.

Max. Res. Time

Number of ADC:s

Clock

Busy

Max Conversion time, lOjmS - 90;xS, must be

chosen to coincide with max processing time

of the ADC:s.

Maximum resolution time, IJAS - 8jmS

Four toggle switches, selecting the number

of used ADS:s (1-15).

Toggle switch to select, internal or external

clock.

Led indicating that the interface is busy

processing data.



APPENDIXT

The programmable Array Logjc

In Fig 2 the 16X4 circuit is a Programmable Array Logic, PAL,

which was programmed using the following logic equations:

SHLÖ

UTCLK

ZERO

•

H

H

= NV + C*EVENT

= G + C*EVÉNT

= (AO:+:BO)

- (A2:+:B2)

y (A3:+:B3)

+ EVENT

ÄÖ

Äl

Ä2

A3

:= CLE + AO

:= CLE + Äl

+: AO*CLE

= CLE + Ä2

+: AO*A1*CLÉ

= CLE + A3

+: AO*Al*A2*CLE

Where the symbols mean:

AND

OR

Exclusive-OR

Equality

Replaced after the low to high transitation of the clock.



APPENDIX I I

Wlred-or and later revisions.

In later revisions of the ADC:s the output drivers of the

13 data bits are changed. A circuit labeled MC10192 is used with

its output connected to +5V through a 270Q resistor. This

design makes the wlred-or configuration described in the ADC-

manual impossible.

The manufacturer

suggests the following

modification, c.f.

Fig. A2. The resistor

R. is chosen to get

adequate pull up

speed without, ex-

ceeding the maximum

load limits of the

drivers.

MC10192
L

Fig. A2

This solution should make it possible to connect old and new

drivers onto the same line. We have however chosen to connect

ADC:s modified in this way to a separate physical branch of the

data bus.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1. Block diagram of the AI In Its context.

Fig 2. Discription of the algoritn used by the AI

Fig 3. AI circuit diagra».

Fig 4. Slup]!fled logic diagran of a part of the AI

Fig AI. The PAL layout diagram.

Fig A2. Suggested modification of the output

stage in later revisions of the ADC:s.
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loop
if MASTER_GATK then

begi n
INHIBIT := TRUE;
while not TCON loop

nuJ ] ;
end loop;

for COUNTER in 0..#_ADC:S 1oop
if EVENT then

begin
TXS := TRUE;
whiJe not f)ÄTÄ~ÄCCE loop

nuJl;
end loop;

TXS := FALSE;
end;

end loop;
__INHI_BIT_ := FALSE;
TRANSCÖM := TRUE;
TRÄNS"CÖM := FALSE;
end;

end loop;

Fig. 2
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RESET>
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SETD
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Fig. 4
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